Economic Valuation of Subsistence Harvest of Wildlife in Madagascar
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Abstract: Wildlife consumption can be viewed as an ecosystem provisioning service (the production of a material good through ecological functioning) because of wildlife’s ability to persist under sustainable levels of harvest. We used the case of wildlife harvest and consumption in northeastern Madagascar to identify the distribution of these services to local households and communities to further our understanding of local reliance on natural resources. We inferred these benefits from demand curves built with data on wildlife sales transactions. On average, the value of wildlife provisioning represented 57% of annual household cash income in local communities from the Makira Natural Park and Masoala National Park, and harvested areas produced an economic return of U.S.$0.42 ha−1·year−1. Variability in value of harvested wildlife was high among communities and households with an approximate 2 orders of magnitude difference in the proportional value of wildlife to household income. The imputed price of harvested wildlife and its consumption were strongly associated (p < 0.001), and increases in price led to reduced harvest for consumption. Heightened monitoring and enforcement of hunting could increase the costs of harvesting and thus elevate the price and reduce consumption of wildlife. Increased enforcement would therefore be beneficial to biodiversity conservation but could limit local people’s food supply. Specifically, our results provide an estimate of the cost of offsetting economic losses to local populations from the enforcement of conservation policies. By explicitly estimating the welfare effects of consumed wildlife, our results may inform targeted interventions by public health and development specialists as they allocate sparse funds to support regions, households, or individuals most vulnerable to changes in access to wildlife.
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Valoración Económica de la Caza de Subsistencia de Vida Silvestre en Madagascar

Resumen: El consumo de vida silvestre puede verse como un servicio ecosistémico de aprovisionamiento (la producción de un bien material por medio del funcionamiento ecológico) por la habilidad de la vida silvestre de persistir bajo niveles sostenibles de cosecha. Usamos el caso de la cosecha de vida silvestre y consumo en el noreste de Madagascar para identificar la distribución de estos servicios a hogares locales y comunidades para ampliar nuestro entendimiento de la dependencia local hacia los recursos naturales. Inframos estos beneficios a partir de curvas de demanda construidas con datos de transacciones de ventas de vida silvestre. En promedio, el valor del aprovisionamiento de vida silvestre representó el 57% de las ganancias anuales en efectivo de los hogares en comunidades locales del Parque Natural Makira y el Parque Nacional Masoala, y estas áreas cosechadas produjeron un regreso económico de U.S.$0.42 hectárea−1·año−1. La variabilidad en el valor de la vida silvestre cosechada fue alta entre comunidades y hogares con un aproximado de 2 órdenes de magnitud de diferencia en el valor proporcional de vida silvestre por ingreso de hogar. El precio imputado de la vida silvestre cosechada y su consumo estuvieron asociados fuertemente (p < 0.001), y los incrementos
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Introduction

Quantifying the services provided to humans by ecosystems has become a major area of research within ecology, economics, and conservation biology (Costanza et al. 1997; Pagiola et al. 2004). One of the primary uses for quantifying ecosystem services is to determine the economic effects of land management and how the benefits and costs of management are distributed among stakeholders (Kremen et al. 2000; Pagiola et al. 2004; Farley & Costanza 2010). Through fine-scale analyses of the distribution of costs and benefits to local users, one can better understand the incentives for conservation and rule-breaking behavior and determine potential interventions through payment for ecosystem services. Ecosystem services may disproportionately benefit certain user groups; thus, land-use changes may unequally affect different groups of people (Newton et al. 2012). By modeling the effects of a given policy on categories of local users, ecosystem-service analyses can be used to mitigate the effects of restricted access to ecosystem services.

The widespread harvest of wildlife for human consumption is a major ecosystem service (MEA 2005) that provides benefits to tens of millions of rural poor (Bodmer et al. 1994; Milner-Gulland et al. 2003; Balmford et al. 2011). In areas of Africa, where the majority of harvested wildlife is sold (e.g., de Merode et al. 2004), studies of the value of harvested wildlife commonly entail analysis of commercial markets rather than nonmarket valuation techniques (e.g., Steel 1994; Refisch & Kone 2005). Researchers have also used market reports to determine the national or regional value of wildlife harvested each year (e.g., Godoy et al. 2000; Chapman & Peres 2001). Neither approach accounts for the large fraction of locally consumed wildlife that is not part of cash or noncash markets (Robinson & Bennett 2000; Brashares et al. 2011). Thus, market-based studies of harvested wildlife evaluate only part of the amount extracted and ignore often large subsistence values.

As in many developing countries, wildlife in Madagascar is a major nutritional resource and contributes substantially to the welfare and livelihoods of rural communities (Golden 2009; Golden et al. 2011). Yet, because there is often no formal commercial market for this commodity, its monetary value and its contributions to ecosystem services are often overlooked. In addition to its value as a food source (provisioning service), mammalian wildlife in Madagascar also provide regulatory, cultural, and supporting services (MEA 2005). For example, frugivorous and nectarivorous bat and lemur species regulate forest floral diversity through their role as seed dispersers and pollinators (Dew & Wright 1998). Many of the insectivorous bat and carnivorous species also are natural predators of insects, snakes, and rodents that affect local agriculture and livestock. Mammalian wildlife also attract tourists, a major industry in Madagascar (Ormsby & Mannle 2006).

Consumption of wildlife has direct nutritional benefits (Golden et al. 2011). Certain households would likely consume wildlife even if no health benefit existed because harvesting wildlife with minimal effort is less expensive than domesticated meat consumption. More accurate assessments of the monetary value of wildlife provisioning are needed because not all value is subsumed under the already calculated health value (Golden et al. 2011) and the costs to humans of a loss of access to wildlife are unknown.

Working around 2 protected areas in northeastern Madagascar (Fig. 1), we estimated the total (market and nonmarket) subsistence value (a value in direct conflict with conservationist’s conception of its existence value) of wildlife for residents for 2 primary reasons: to create broad regional eligibility criteria to target and allocate development and public health support toward communities most at risk of losing access to ecosystem services from changes in land use (including conservation) and to calculate a value of wildlife provisioning per individual household’s cash revenue (in the style of payment for ecosystem services [Newton et al. 2012]) to ensure equity in deliveries. Unsustainable hunting could lead to current or future loss of access and thus reduce the option value or bequest value of wildlife (Pagiola et al. 2004). With this knowledge, people most vulnerable to changes in access to wildlife could be supported prior to anticipated changes in nutrition and livelihoods.
Value of Wildlife in Madagascar

Figure 1. Makira Natural Park and Masoala National Park and hunting harvest areas (dashed lines, mean harvest area [radius 4.4 km] surrounding a community [Golden 2009]; low, <$0.20 ha\textsuperscript{-1} \cdot year\textsuperscript{-1}; medium, $0.20 – 0.75 ha\textsuperscript{-1} \cdot year\textsuperscript{-1}; high, >$0.75 ha\textsuperscript{-1} \cdot year\textsuperscript{-1}). Only communities within the study are shown. Relative values were calculated from natural breaks in the variable describing the value of subsistence wildlife harvest within each of the harvest areas shown.

Methods

Study Site and Subjects

We studied communities adjacent to Makira Natural Park and Masoala National Park in northeastern Madagascar (Fig. 1). The Makira Natural Park (henceforth Makira) covers approximately 370,000 ha and is characterized by lowland and midelevation rainforest (Golden 2009). Masoala National Park (henceforth Masoala) is a littoral and lowland rainforest covering approximately 210,000 ha (Kremen et al. 1999). These parks are among the nation’s largest remaining blocks of contiguous forest and contain high levels of biodiversity (Goodman & Benstead 2005; Kremen et al. 2008; Golden 2009). The 2 primary ethnic groups in Makira are the Betsimisaraka in the east and south (45.2% of the population) and the Tsimihety in the north and west (50.0% of the population) (Golden 2009). In Masoala, the sampled human population was almost entirely Betsimisaraka (94.7%). To estimate annual household consumption rates of bushmeat, we surveyed 417 households in 26 villages that bordered Makira and 224 households in 13 villages that bordered Masoala (Golden et al. 2013) (see Supporting Information for details of survey methods).
Harvested Wildlife Prices

Building from previous work that estimated wildlife value from livestock meat prices, urban bushmeat market prices, or a flat rate for all wildlife (e.g., Bodmer et al. 1994; Naidoo & Ricketts 2006), we identified local prices specific to each harvested species and location to estimate the total value of harvested wildlife. Although there were no reports of formal commercial markets for harvested wildlife in Madagascar (most mammal species were illegal to hunt), animal carcasses were occasionally sold household to household, making it possible to develop an index for a local pricing structure. Because price information was collected locally in each village, these prices were not skewed by long-distance transportation costs to urban markets or use of brokers. Local consumer prices of wildlife were reported and recorded during household interviews when interviewees had purchased rather than hunted individual animals (Table 1).

Value of Wildlife

We estimated the value of wildlife to consumers by constructing demand curves with a 2-stage least squares (TSLQ) panel data method. Demand curves are used to represent the functional relationship between the quantity of a good demanded by consumers across a spectrum of prices. Because points along the demand curve represent the consumers’ willingness to pay, economists often equate demand curves with the marginal benefit of the good (i.e., benefit of the last unit consumed).

The primary challenge of estimating the value of wildlife consumption among households in our study area was that most wildlife consumption does not occur through market transactions; thus, there is no record of price or value. Accordingly, we used 232 records of price and quantity information from 194 households that engaged in market transactions to estimate a demand function for wildlife. We then used our wildlife demand function (Eq. 1) to estimate the total benefit of wildlife consumption for all households:

$$\ln(Q_{i,t}) = \beta_0 + \beta_1\ln(P_{i,t}) + \varepsilon_i + \mu_t,$$

where $Q_{i,t}$ is the quantity (kilograms) of wildlife purchased by household $i$ in year $t$; $P$ is the price per kilogram of wildlife spent by household $i$ in year $t$; $\beta_1$ is the price elasticity of demand (i.e., percent change in quantity demanded as a result of a percent change in price); and $\varepsilon$ and $\mu$ are error terms across households and time, respectively. Because there were not enough data points to adequately examine species-specific effects on price, we aggregated all harvested species by weight; the demand curve therefore represents the willingness to pay for an average kilogram of wildlife.

In the first-stage regression, we generated fitted values of price, $\hat{P}$, from a regression with 2 instrumental variables (IVs). By definition, IVs are correlated with the endogenous explanatory variable in the demand function ($P_{i,t}$), but are not independently correlated with the dependent variable ($Q_{i,t}$) (Bonds et al. 2012). The first stage regression is

$$\ln(\hat{P}_{i,t}) = \lambda_0 + \lambda_1M_{i,t} + \lambda_2\ln(S_{i,t}) + \hat{\varepsilon}_i + \hat{\mu}_t.$$
dummy variable that equaled 1 if the household was near Masoala National Park. We expected this park to have higher populations of mammalian wildlife because of its protection status and longer duration under protection. Makira became an official natural park after we finished collecting data; thus, we expected it to have less of an effect on how conservation policies affect wildlife hunting. The variable $S$ is the regional supply of wildlife for household $i$ at time $t$. It equals the per capita wildlife consumption of all communities weighted by the distance of each community from household $i$:

$$S_{i,t} = \sum_v \frac{Q_{i,v,t}}{n_v D_{i,v}}, \tag{3}$$

where $n_v$ is the number of households in the survey in community $v$ and $D$ is the distance between community $v$ and household $i$. For the household’s own community, $D = 1$.

In the second-stage regression, we regressed the quantity of wildlife purchased by each household on the fitted values of price from the first-stage regression

$$\ln(Q_{i,t}) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \ln(P_{i,t}) + \varepsilon_i + \eta_i. \tag{4}$$

Because our IVs were chosen to represent supply-side factors, this second-stage equation is interpreted as a regression of the quantity demanded of wildlife as a function of supply-driven (i.e., exogenous) changes in price. The outcome of this regression produced the demand curve in Eq. 5 (see Results). Because the demand curve represents marginal benefit, we used the output of this regression analysis to generate an equation for the total benefits (TB) of wildlife. This is equal to the integral of the marginal benefits: $\text{TB} = \int MB \, dQ = 27647 Q^{0.11}$.

The total benefit (TB) of subsistence wildlife consumption for each household per year was the area under the demand curve, as calculated by the integral of Eq. 6:

$$\text{TB} = \int MB \, dQ = 27647 Q^{0.11}, \tag{7}$$

where $Q$ is the annual amount of wildlife consumption at the household level.

To determine traditional ecosystem-service values of wildlife consumption ($\$ \text{ha}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$), we estimated the harvest area surrounding each community (Supporting Information). On the basis of dollar values per geographical area, we categorized these community wildlife harvest zones as low (< $0.20 \$ \text{ha}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$), medium ($0.20-0.75 \$ \text{ha}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$) and high (> $0.75 \$ \text{ha}^{-1}\text{year}^{-1}$) values from natural breaks in the variable. All monetary units are in U.S. dollars.

**Results**

Ninety-eight percent of consumed wildlife was collected by the hunter and his family, whereas $2\%$ of consumed wildlife was purchased. This finding demonstrates a near absence of a formal market for wildlife in this area. Across the study area, the percentage of households hunting particular taxa ranged widely across taxa: $16\%$ hunted bats, $23\%$ hunted bush pigs (**Potamochoerus larvatus**), $40\%$ hunted carnivorous species, $49\%$ hunted lemurs, and $91\%$ hunted Tenrecidae. On average, households were extremely poor, with a mean annual household cash income of $140.50 \text{ (median $58.93$)}$. Decisions to sell wildlife were made on a daily basis and not made on the basis of total harvest for a hunting season. Because of a lack of refrigeration and effective preservation methods, wildlife tended to be sold only if the amount harvested was too great a quantity to consume in a day. Therefore, only bush pigs and bats were sold frequently because they were respectively either too large to consume in a day or were killed in great quantities on a given night.

The typical household in our study consumed a mean of 12.98 kg (SE 0.51) of wildlife/year. By biomass, nearly $75\%$ of the wildlife consumed in households were members of the Tenrecidae family, with lemurs, carnivores, bush pigs, and bats comprising the remaining quarter of biomass in that order (Fig. 2). Although it was impossible to determine whether local people followed a specified hunting season of game species through our annual consumption data, approximately $66\%$ of wildlife biomass appeared to be harvested illegally. Thus, on the basis of these harvest data and the assumption of no prey switching, comprehensive enforcement of hunting regulations in our study area could result in a $66\%$ decline of harvested wildlife for households. Among bats, lemurs, and carnivores, nearly $75\%$ of biomass was of species classified as endangered or critically endangered at the time of our study (Fig. 2).
Value of Wildlife Consumption

The price of wildlife was significantly and negatively associated ($p < 0.01$) with the 2 IVs. These results are highly consistent with the notion that differences between parks and the regional consumption of meat reflect differences in the supply of wildlife. Specifically, a 1% increase in the local supply of wildlife led to a 0.47% decrease in the imputed price of wildlife ($p < 0.001$). Residents of Masoala paid, on average, 38% less per kilogram of bushmeat than residents of Makira ($p = 0.004$). Thus, consistent with economic theory, as supply increased prices fell, indicating that wildlife price is supply driven. As the imputed price of wildlife increased by 1%, consumption decreased by 1.12% (Table 2).

Demand is the marginal benefit each household derives from each additional kilogram of wildlife consumed,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression Stage</th>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>park dummy ($\lambda_1$)</td>
<td>$-0.38$ (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>ln(regional supply) ($\lambda_2$)</td>
<td>$-0.47$ (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>constant ($\lambda_0$)</td>
<td>$8.91$ (0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>imputed price ($\beta_1$)</td>
<td>$-1.12$ (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>constant ($\beta_0$)</td>
<td>$8.98$ (1.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The dependent variable for the first-stage regression was ln(price) for household $i$ in year $t$. The dependent variable for the second-stage regression was ln(quantity) in kilograms of wildlife. The $R^2$ of the second stage regression was 0.33. All parameter estimates were significant at the 1% level.
Figure 4. Monetary value of wildlife relative to household annual income. For the purposes of visually presenting the data, values over 200% were excluded (n = 68 of a total 1210).

which is equivalent to the hunter’s willingness to pay. The negative slope of the demand curve demonstrates the diminishing returns of each additional kilogram of wildlife harvested (Fig. 3). On average, across all surveyed species and households, the mean value of 1 kg of wildlife was $1.40 and the mean total annual benefit value of subsistence wildlife consumption to households was $18.32 in addition to a household’s annual cash income. These values represented approximately 13% of mean annual household cash income in this region or 31% of median annual household cash income. As suggested by this major difference between the mean and median household income values, the proportional value of wildlife to households was highly skewed. The value of wildlife relative to household annual cash income demonstrates its substantial role in household welfare and livelihoods (median: 17.5% of income, mean: 56.7% of income, CI 1.3–190.7%) (Fig. 4). Thus, certain households were harvesting wildlife valued at almost 2 times their annual cash income.

At the community level, the mean benefit value of wildlife as a provisioning service was $1534.69 per community per year (SE 255.56). The mean value of wildlife as a provisioning service per hectare across communities was $0.42 (SE 0.11) per year, and there were no significant differences between Makira and Masoala (Fig. 1).

Discussion

Our study of wildlife provisioning in Madagascar highlights great variability in the flow of ecosystem services at the community and household scale. Wildlife provisioning is a more tangible ecosystem service than many other types because it is visible, excludable, and exists within a commercial market (albeit small in scale). An awareness of this service and its variability could prove useful in understanding local incentives for conservation or environmental rule-breaking or for development targeting or the creation of payment for ecosystem services schemes. Understanding the effects of lost wildlife provisioning is critical if conservationists wish to assess the effect of enforcement or the potential cost of unsustainable wildlife use on human livelihoods.

We focused only on calculating the total subsistence-benefit value and the potential decreases in utilization and thus value of wildlife due to regulation enforcement (approximately 66% reduction of current value). We ignored the long-term cost to local livelihoods (economic and human health) of unsustainable use leading to depletion of wildlife. Furthermore, because of its protected status, we ignored the possibility of the land being converted to agriculture, yet this type of land-use change could decrease availability of wildlife. Unsustainable harvesting and agricultural extensification are likely to occur in Madagascar, where the current population is 21 million and is expected to exceed 55 million people by 2050 (UNDESA 2013).

For the provisioning service of wildlife to be maintained in the long run, harvest must be sustainable, which is unlikely for many species in the Makira (Golden 2009) and Masoala. In such an economic setting, issues of sustainability are unlikely to be considered by local people, particularly when the majority of hunting uses low-cost passive techniques. Animals are caught in snares and traps at rates relatively proportional to their natural ecological abundance. In our analysis of the effect of supply of wildlife on price (Eq. 3), we found that the extractive behaviors of certain communities may disturb the productivity of this ecosystem service and thus affect other communities. Because of the nature of passive hunting, even if a population crashes for a given species, hunting behavior is unlikely to change (Noss 1998; Wilkie & Carpenter 1999) because snares and traps target a broad range of species within taxonomic groups (e.g., lemurs and carnivores). Thus, declines may reach a threshold after which local extinction of rare wildlife species is inevitable (Clayton et al. 1997).

It is illegal to hunt most mammalian species in Madagascar, and 66% of wildlife harvested by biomass in this region may be hunted illegally. We found no major price differences between illegally and legally hunted wildlife. We believe this is consistent with our finding that the demand for wildlife (independent of the source) was relatively elastic. This elasticity limited price variation among groups of wildlife. Furthermore, we suggest that the supply was relatively inelastic; therefore, any upward pressure on prices that illegal harvest would make cannot be directly offset by harvesting legal sources. If
conservation policies to prevent specific types of hunting (either illegal or hunting of species listed as vulnerable, endangered, or critically endangered) were monitored and enforced and there was no shift to legally hunted species, the volume, and thus value, of wildlife in households would be reduced. Effective monitoring, in the absence of a shift in hunter behavior, would incur a 66% reduction in the biomass of wildlife consumed. If substantial wildlife depletion occurs or if access is highly restricted, it is likely that prices would increase and consumption would fall (Farley 2008). For legally hunted species, it is vital to maintain reproductive capacity to ensure future flows of benefits, but this action will not solve the environmental or public health issues that arise from depletion of wildlife. Furthermore, the legality of harvest does not ensure sustainability.

At a regional scale, our estimate of benefit value of wildlife, $0.42 ha/year, was substantially lower than other estimates elsewhere (e.g., approximately 2 orders of magnitude less than Cross River National Park, Nigeria [Ruitenbeek 1989] and Iquitos, Peru [Padoch & de Jong 1989]). Our average value per hectare per year likely masks heterogenous values within the harvest area because areas closer to communities are subject to higher levels of hunting (Levi et al. 2009). Although we found a relatively low absolute monetary value for this ecosystem service, markets are imperfect and market valuation weights all preferences by purchasing power (Scitovsky 1993). It is possible our estimates of value are lower than other regions due to methodological differences because we calculated value by estimating marginal benefits through demand curves rather than simply multiplying quantity by price. Furthermore, economically poor, resource-dependent people heavily discount future benefits (Pearce et al. 2003), and these communities are characterized by both of those attributes. Cost-benefit analysis often ignores the distribution of benefits and focuses on potential Pareto improvements, in which those who benefit could hypothetically compensate losers (Farley 2008). Yet, when dealing with such extreme poverty and low capacity to compensate those most affected, it is likely that the costs of conservation will disproportionately burden the poor and vulnerable—those most reliant on access to natural resources (Shyamsundar & Kramer 1996; Shyamsundar & Kramer 1997; Ferraro 2002). Thus, few commodities will have a high monetary value to the economically poor, even if they are essential to life. If they truly are essential and nonsubstitutable, the benefit value is arguably infinite and inestimable (Gowdy 1997).

Although estimating per-hectare monetary values may provide a basis for cross-regional comparisons (Gowdy 1997) or comparisons among alternative management scenarios (e.g., Kremen et al. 2000), measurements at this scale do not elucidate understanding of differences in equity among communities and households and do not illuminate other forms of value, such as health benefits (Golden et al. 2011). Thus, it is important to examine benefits at the community and household levels to estimate the proportional value of a service to local livelihoods (Golden et al. 2012). By calculating this metric, we created a socioeconomic comparison rather than a geographic comparison. Values of wildlife harvest were highly variable among communities and households. Among communities, we identified regions of high, medium, and low wildlife benefit value (Fig. 1) that could be used to target economic or other support to mitigate costs of conservation. Those who have the greatest proportional economic reliance on this service have the greatest incentives for rule-breaking behavior and are likely to be the most resistant to policy changes that restrict access (Keane et al. 2008).

At a finer scale, the proportional value of wildlife compared with annual cash household income was within a 95% CI of 1.3–190.7%. This proportional value can be interpreted as an index of dependence on wild source foods because meat substitutes are often prohibitively expensive in this area. The highly right-skewed variation in dependence (Fig. 4) could allow development and public-health specialists to partition these results to target support at the household level. It is important to keep in mind that we compared these values with household cash income and that a large share of total economic assets was likely derived from subsistence production. As a result, our cash income variable was subject to truncation bias because it was a partial measure for all income, with likely structural variation in the truncation pattern. Certain households may have had larger proportions of their income attributed to cash income, and this may have biased our measure of dependence.

We also found a strong link between rising imputed prices of wildlife being associated with reduced consumption of harvested meat. Wilkie and Godoy (2001) found, in a similarly remote and subsistence setting, that demand for wildlife is elastic and that consumption is reduced through price increases. If enforcement is increased enough to make wildlife consumption a more costly enterprise for consumers in Madagascar, a reduction in consumption may result that would constitute a substantial economic cost of conservation (Naidoo et al. 2006). Increases in the costs of hunting and the correlative increases in the price of harvested wildlife need to be balanced with development or public health assistance to compensate for the loss to consumers, especially because households with lower income consume more wildlife relative to domesticated meat and thus it is of greater proportional value (Golden et al. 2011). Our estimates of the economic value of the foregone benefits of harvested wildlife provide a framework for offsetting losses.

In addition to conservation strategies that may increase the costs of hunting and reduce local harvest of the
resource, there are other types of interventions that may decrease local reliance on wildlife as a food source. If the supply of meat of domesticated animals were to rise (which might require significant development interventions), then the price of this meat would fall and would provide an alternative source of meat for consumers (e.g., Apaza et al. 2002). Dietary diversification through the development of alternative animal-source foods and specifically the development of improved and more efficient systems of poultry production (Alders & Pym 2009) may be the best intervention.
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